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Abstract—Mobility is becoming a challenging issue in up-
coming IoT applications, where it is crucial to employ mo-
bile entities. Patients with sensors attached to their body in
health monitoring application, AGVs in industrial monitoring
and factory automation applications, cars with several sensing
devices in vehicular applications are a few examples of use cases
with the need for mobile nodes. In parallel, Fog computing
has revolutionized network architecture, while enabling local
processing of measurements, and reducing bandwidth overhead,
which results in a more reliable system and real-time support.
However, mobility management is a missing framework within
the mobile IoT networks with Fog computing architecture. This
paper provides a simple and generic seamless handoff model,
dubbed as MobiFog, where it addresses the handoff mechanism
with zero delay, while providing high reliability.

Index Terms—Mobility Management, IoT, seamless handoff,
Fog computing. IP protocol, 6loWPAN, RPL, TSCH, Contiki,
Simulation, Network Performance, Probabilistic model,...

I. INTRODUCTION

The current trends in the Internet of Things (IoT) show a

growing need for flexibility. Most IoT applications have been

building on homogeneous and static network infrastructures,

while many emerging and future applications will require or

at least benefit from more heterogeneous devices (different

hardware/software platforms) that may (or must) physically

move. This means that IoT networks will experience topo-

logical changes, deriving from variations in the surrounding

environment, such as electromagnetic noise, physical condi-

tions (temperature, humidity, pressure), and moving entities

(people, vehicles, animals, furniture, objects) [1].

Under such unreliable constrained wireless networks, mes-

sages from IoT devices may frequently be lost or delayed.

Consequently, as constrained devices move around different

wireless networks, its Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity may

be frequently disrupted and power can be drained rapidly due

to the massive amount of signaling messages for network

discovery [2]. This can in turn result in the loss of important

sensing data or imposing large delays for time-sensitive appli-

cations such as healthcare monitoring and factory automation.

Moreover, existence of a heterogeneous network will increase

probability of interference for devices operating in same

frequency band. Beside physical mobility, interference will

also impose topological changes (known as logical mobility) in

such a heterogeneous IoT network, which in turn will degrade

network performance.

Dealing with the dynamics of these heterogeneous IoT

networks, involving mobile entities with resource constraints

is very challenging. The Fog Computing paradigm is an

architectural enabler for designing more flexible networks.

Fog computing extends the Cloud-like services to the network

edge to deal with IoT devices locally to carry out most

of the storage, communication, control, configuration and

management [3]. Thus, exploiting Fog Computing can in large

extent improve the Quality-of-Service (QoS) in IoT networks.

Besides the resource constraint property of IoT networks,

lack of centralized network management would increase the

complexity, specially when it comes to networks with mobile

nodes. It is common to keep the same rules that are set during

the network design (pre-run-time) even upon high variations

in network conditions at run-time. We believe that there is a

strong need for devising a centralized network management

scheme for IoT networks to optimize bandwidth, message

scheduling and mobility management. Software-Defined Net-

working (SDN) may be a major enabler of Fog Computing,

leveraging an efficient management of heterogeneous and

mobile networks [4]. SDN centralizes network control, and

provides dynamicity, flexibility and reconfigurability within

the network. The main concept of SDN relies on the notion

of separating the control and data plane. In fact, SDN revo-

lutionizes networking protocols and algorithms by providing

higher level management in the system, while enhancing the

quality of the service.

A typical mobility solution to implement a handoff mech-

anism, where mobile nodes are supposed to switch from one

point of attachment to another; these points of attachment are

usually known as Access Points (APs), which are basically

more powerful nodes in terms of radio coverage, processing

power and energy sustainability. For simplicity, the network

of APs is so called fixed infrastructure. Conventional hand-

off mechanisms have been designed mostly in a distributed

manner, where mobile nodes are assumed to perform 100%

of handoff duties [5]–[7]. Using an SDN controller for mo-

bility management will require the redesign of the handoff

mechanism.

Contribution. This paper presents a mobility management

framework for a Fog-based IoT network, focusing on a novel

design of a seamless handoff approach that provides zero

handoff delay with high reliability.

Paper organization. Section II presents the related works



on mobility management, Fog computing, SDN and network

scheduling. Section III describes some of the handoff tech-

niques that are employed in conventional IoT architectures.

Section IV explains the problem with mobility solutions in

conventional IoT architectures. Section V gives a general

model of the proposed approach (MobiFog) to support seam-

less handoff mechanism.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we overview state-of-the-art in the topics

related to this paper - mobility management, Fog comput-

ing, software-defined networking and network scheduling.

We identify existing gaps and key research questions to be

answered when designing a Fog-based mobility mechanism.

Mobility management. A major challenge in the IoT

applications is mobility support, which enables seamless and

continuous connectivity of mobile nodes without loss of QoS.

For instance, mobility management enables wireless physio-

logical devices in health monitoring applications to remain

connected to the Internet through low-power wireless tech-

nologies. This feature enables mobile nodes to dynamically

connect to different APs in order to extend their coverage and

provide acceptable QoS when moving. Furthermore, minimum

network disconnections are a prerequisite for time sensitive

applications which implies that for example the medical staff

can receive reliable and timely information about patients

under monitoring regardless of their physical activity status.

There have been many efforts on devising mobility man-

agement solutions for IoT and wireless sensor networks. We

provided a generic handoff model [5], [8], followed by the

integration of smart-HOP within the RPL routing protocol

(mRPL [6] and mRPL+ [7]). Several other works focused on

mobility support in commodity IoT protocols by enhancing

6loWPAN, RPL, and CoAP [9]–[12]. A recent survey paper

collects some of the related works in this area [13]. The main

issue of these works is the special focus on one of the network

layers, and the lack of ability to re-adapt to architectural

changes.

Fog computing. To support the computational demand of

real-time and delay-sensitive applications in large-scale IoT

networks, a new computing paradigm named Fog computing

has been introduced. In fact, Fog computing acts as an

intermediate layer between the IoT devices and the Cloud data

centers [14]. Several Fog Computing architectures have been

proposed in the literature, which differ in terms of number of

intermediate layers and devices. For instance, [15] considers

a 4-layered architecture from the sensing to the Cloud data

centers. The latency varies from milliseconds at the sensing

level, reaching to seconds at the edge, and minutes at the

intermediate computing nodes, and hours at the data centers.

We believe that the Fog computing architecture is highly

dependent on the application domain in terms of reliability and

timeliness. Although Fog computing is usually known as just

a new computing paradigm, it also represents new paradigms

in communication, storage, and control architectures [16].

Fog computing networking explores how devices may talk to

each other, despite intermittent global connectivity. It is of

paramount importance to devise a Fog computing architecture

for IoT applications considering their resource limitations.

Software Defined Networking. SDN [17], [18] is a new

paradigm for communication networks that focuses on separat-

ing of the control plane from the data plane, and thus creating a

flexible architecture that allows quick and easy configuration

of the network. This ability is very useful in networks that

should adapt to sudden changes, such as changes in network

traffic or physical movement of nodes. OpenFlow [19] is

the most prominent approach that implements SDN concept

and offers a high flexibility in the routing protocol. There

have been many efforts to design SDN controllers for IoT

networks, specifically for sensor networks [20]–[22]. However,

all these works were quite preliminary, lacking real algorithm

design and evaluation in COTS/standard platforms. We have

previously designed and evaluated a simplistic design of SDN

for IoT networks [23]. This work has been conducted for

a small-scale network in order to avoid network congestion

by providing a traffic-aware solution applied to the SDN

controller [24]. It is required to have a connection from the

OpenFlow SDN controller to an existing IoT OS (e.g. Contiki

OS). This enables employing the current IoT technologies in

the Contiki OS while supporting the SDN controller.

Network scheduling. It is of paramount importance to

investigate and employ a proper network scheduling paradigm

for IoT networks. IoT applications are supposed to conduct

various sensing and measurement activities, while some of

them with real-time requirements. Network scheduling tech-

niques provide solutions to schedule control and data packets

over slots in a way to avoid collision in the network, while

ensuring QoS. Mobility management requires extra signaling,

which may occur at different levels, between APs and MN,

between APs and the SDN controller, or between MN and

the SDN controller. Accommodating all the required signaling

messages within the network for supporting the mobility

management is a challenging issue.

Different network scheduling schemes have been proposed

for IoT applications in order to accommodate the traffic.

However, these scheduling schemes lack the capability to meet

the dynamics of the network imposed by either various traffic

patterns or node mobility [25]. The Time-Slotted Channel

Hoppint (TSCH) protocol combines three mechanisms: (i)

time slotted access, (ii) multi-channel communication, and (iii)

channel hopping [26]. The combination of all these features

makes TSCH a suitable scheme for IoT applications with

highly unreliable links. The slot frame indicates whether a

node should transmit, receive or sleep. For each slot, the sched-

ule dictates the node which neighbor to communicate with and

on which channel offset. Using multi-channel communication,

several nodes can communicate at the same time, which

increases network capacity. The channel hopping mechanism

allows nodes to change the communication channel between

a predefined sequence of channels.

The IETF 6TiSCH Working Group is currently standard-

izing the mechanisms to run IPv6 on top of TSCH [27].



It also defines 6top as a sub-layer that enables neighbor-to-

neighbor slot installation/removal. 6top can run one or several

scheduling functions, which defines rules about when and how

to add and remove slots at each node. TSCH orchestrates the

medium access according to a communication schedule that

indicates what should each node do in each slot and frequency

channel. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [28] only specifies

how the MAC layer executes the schedule. However, it does

not define how to establish it. Therefore, several scheduling

algorithms have been proposed for TSCH networks. They

can be broadlyN classified as either centralized [29]–[31] or

distributed [32], [33] algorithms.

We believe that IoT networks based on a Fog Computing

architecture may require a hybrid algorithm, where decisions,

such as handoff decision (choosing best parent with proper

time and frequency) are conducted at different levels (IoT,

Fog and Cloud). An efficient scheduling scheme should avoid

significant signaling overhead. Moreover, the standard protocol

and current state-of-the-art focuses on fixed schedules, while

we are envisioning an on-the-fly scheduling approach.

III. BACKGROUND ON HANDOFF MECHANISMS

Previously, we have proposed hard and soft handoff ap-

proaches for conventional IoT networks, where these ideas are

partially used in the MobiFog model. This section provides a

summary on smart-HOP, mRPL and mPL+.

Smart-HOP. This algorithm has two main phases of Data

Transmission and Discovery. Assume that a MN is in the range

of three APs (AP1, AP2 and AP3). We assume that the MN is

attached to AP1 and communicates with this AP with a reliable

link in the Data Transmission Phase. The MN periodically

monitors the link quality level by receiving beacons from the

serving AP (current parent node). Upon receiving a number

of data packets in a given window, the serving AP replies

with the average received signal strength (ARSSI) or average

signal to noise ratio (ASNR). These link quality metrics are

the parameters that the radio measures upon signal reception.

The MN disconnects from the serving AP when the link

quality degrades or breaks (no packet reception). Thus, MN

immediately enters the Discovery Phase with broadcasting

burst of beacons to neighbor APs, while expecting replies after

each burst. When a high link quality (ARSSI greater than a

threshold level) is detected, the MN attaches to the new serving

AP.

mRPL. mRPL is the smart-HOP algorithm integrated within

the standard RPL routing. The major changes are: (i) the use

of RPL control messages instead of beacons (i.e. DIS and DIO

messages), and (ii) the additional timers to increase handoff

efficiency and reliability. The reply beacons from the serving

and neighboring APs in both Data Transmission and Discovery

phases are unicast DIO packets. The bursts of beacons in

the Discovery Phase are multicast DIS messages that request

for getting a reply (DIO) after a time window. The process

of dropping, keeping and assessing link(s) are similar to the

smart-HOP mechanism.

Upon detecting a good link quality (from the average RSSI

level in the DIO reply message), the MN continues the Data

Transmission Phase and by observing ARSSI degradation, the

MN starts the Discovery Phase. Unlike smart-HOP, the MN

keeps data communication with the serving AP until it finds

a better AP. After a successful handoff, the nullifying process

of the RPL algorithm is executed.

In the Discovery Phase, the MN broadcasts a burst of DIS

control messages, receiving replies from all neighbor APs in

a non-conflicting basis. The ARSSI level is embedded in the

unicast DIO reply and for each DIO reply received, the MN

compares the ARSSI value with Th. If it is unsatisfactory (i.e.,

ARSSI below Th), the MN continues broadcasting DIS bursts

periodically. Upon detecting a high quality link (i.e., ARSSI

above Th), the Discovery Phase stops and the MN resumes

regular data communication (with the new preferred parent) –

Data Transmission Phase.

mRPL+. mRPL+ is a combination of the hard and soft

handoff approaches within the RPL routing. The main contri-

bution of mPL+ the introduction of overhearing mechanism,

which enables continuous cooperation between the MN and

neighbor APs in a single radio network. The APs overhear the

link (between MN and the serving AP) activities by measuring

the average RSSI of the packets received from the MN. The

chipcon CC2420 MAC sub-layer supports promiscuous mode

that sniffs packets. By enabling the promiscuous mode, the

MAC sub-layer accepts all frames received from the physical

layer. The sniffer node receives all packets in its vicinity and

stores the useful information in a table. mRPL+ defines some

rules for detecting a physical mobility, which are described as

below:

• The link quality degradation, which is observed by en-

abling the MAC layer acknowledgement and measuring

the ETX values identify node mobility.

• Expiration of parent unreachability timer upon detecting

inactivity in the link reveals node mobility. This event is

followed by a unicast DIS transmission to the current AP.

If the ETX level is unsatisfactory, handoff starts;

• Getting a message from serving AP that notifies the low

link quality situation shows node mobility.

The soft handoff runs as a default and the hard handoff is

called in three conditions:

• Receiving no response from the serving AP within a time

frame (e.g. 100 ms),

• Receiving no response from neighbor APs before discon-

necting from the serving AP (e.g. 500 ms before handoff

mechanism starts),

• Observing low traffic network, considering the packet

exchange intervals (e.g. > 100 ms).

By enabling the overhearing mechanism, the neighbor APs

overhear the communication between the MN and the serving

AP. Unlike mRPL with hard handoff model, the neighbor APs

are proactive by probing the MN. The potential APs with good

quality links with the MN sends a beacon to inform their

existence. In this model, the current AP replies if and only
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Fig. 1. (a) nodes’ deployment, and (b) handoff delay of mRPL and mRPL+
with different data transmission periods [7].

if the ARSSI of a number of consecutive packets received

from the MN is less than a predefined threshold (Tℓ). In the

meanwhile, the neighbor APs overhear links with the MN.

After each data transmission between the MN and its serving

AP, neighbor APs measure the RSSI. By getting an ARSSI

above a certain threshold (Th), the neighbor AP sends a DIO

to the MN, holding the ARSSI measurement and the address

of the AP (ID or IP). If the MN detects mobility based on one

of the above rules (e.g. getting a message with ARSSI < Tℓ

from the current AP, say AP1), and receive a message from

a neighbor AP with ARSSI > Th, say AP2, then the MN

switches quickly from AP1 to AP2.

Consider the case where the MN detects mobility in the

network (in this example, ARSSI of AP2 goes below Tℓ) and

it has no message received from the neighbor APs concerning

their willingness for future service, then the MN resumes a

hard handoff. In this process, the MN broadcasts bursts of

DIS messages to neighbor APs to get replies from high quality

links. This phase continues until finding a proper option for

future data transmission. The MN simultaneously delivers data

to the last preferred AP to keep the opportunity of delivering

some of the messages. The possibility of successful data

transmission during the Discovery Phase is low, because MN

drops those packets that are generated during burst of DIS

transmission. Moreover, the Discovery Phase has been planned

to be very short (less than 100 ms), which eliminates data

packet losses in applications with data generation rate less

than 100 ms. It is rare to collect data with such a high rate in

application like health monitoring.

IV. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

As described previously in Section III, we have designed

and implemented several handoff mechanisms for conventional

IoT architectures (smart-HOP, mRPL and mRPL+). Experi-

mental results indicated that mRPL and mRPL+ are able to

provide network connectivity and responsiveness by switching

between parents in a short period of time while successfully

delivering most of data packets.

Figure 1 depicts the handoff delay of mRPL and mRPL+

for the case of having a mobile node (MN) and a number of

Access Points (APs), while MN is moving in the deployment

area, and switching from one AP to another. The result shows

that the soft handoff approach leads to delays of approximately

4 ms in low data transmission periods (0.05, 0.1 and 0.5 sec).

The soft handoff mechanism is unable to provide short delays

in higher data periods as the underlying algorithms depend on

the information that comes from the data exchanges between

the MN and APs.

The preliminary result in Figure 1(b) illustrates the case

where the mobility solution in a conventional network archi-

tecture fails even with the soft handoff approach. To further

elaborate the problem, and to address the need to design novel

algorithms and technologies for mobility management, two

simple examples are presented next. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)

show the situation where two mobile nodes are moving either

in one direction or in opposite direction. Note that the number

of mobile nodes in a real application may be much higher. It

is highly likely that these mobile nodes select the same APs

based on their link quality values. Our solution is to integrate

an SDN controller within the IoT network as depicted in

Figures 2(c) and 2(d), and thus make better handoff decisions

and eventually better network scheduling for data transmission.

Furthermore, we have previously designed standalone SDN

controller for IoT networks that communicates to Contiki

nodes [23] through a TCP connection. In this work, we were

envisioning the design of an SDN controller within the Contiki

OS in order to enable employing IoT technologies within the

SDN controller. Many challenges are involved in the new

design, consisting of modeling OpenFlow components and

OpenFlow messages.

V. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

In this work, we outline the design of a mobility man-

agement mechanism to support seamless 0-delay handoffs.

It also ensures that the data packets reach to the destination

through multiple paths. Our approach can be applied to various

protocol designs within the IoT domain, such as ZigBee, RPL,

and TSCH, as well as different SDN controller technologies,

such as OpenFlow [19].

Seamless handoff. The type of handoff is dictated by the

capabilities of the radio and the network architecture. Handoff

in conventional wireless architecture is classified into two

main categories: hard and soft handoffs. In a hard handoff,

MN disconnects from one AP and searches for a new AP,

which implies a disconnection period. Consequently, a hard

handoff mechanism is prone to high packet losses. In a soft

handoff, the new potential AP is selected while communi-

cating with the current AP. The process of disconnection

and reconnection may imply short delays, which in turn will

increase packet losses. Moreover, soft handoff is doable in

networks with either multiple radios or with high traffic [7].

In new networking architecture that complies with the Fog

computing architecture, a local controller node, known as

SDN, is aware of the network situation. In a seamless handoff

mechanism, the MN keeps sending its data to a number of

APs, while one of them is the current AP (parent node). The

MN switches instantly from one AP to another when the link

quality degrades. This process has no delay as the decision

has been made beforehand, and there is no packet losses as

MN keeps multicasting data to neighbor nodes.
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Fig. 3. A Fog computing IoT architecture with an SDN controller, a set of
APs and a mobile node.

MobiFog handoff mechanism. Unlike our previous mod-

els, where the system was divided into two phases of Discov-

ery and Data Transmission, these phases are merged together.

Thus, discovery of alternative APs and data transmission are

performed in parallel. The main difference in the current model

is the existence of superframe notion that implies periodic

beaconing, initiated by the SDN controller. The beaconing

phase gives the opportunity of distributing some information

regarding MN’s neighbors. Figure 3 gives an example of an

SDN-based IoT network with five APs and a MN, where

the MN travels from the vicinity of AP1 toward AP5, while

passing AP2, AP3 and AP4. Figure 4 shows the transitions

and the packets exchanged while MN moves.

The MN receives its neighbor list from the SDN controller

during the beaconing phase. This list enforces MN to multicast

its data to all the APs in the list, while keeping one of them

as its proffered parent node. The current multipath approach

follows an existing opportunistic routing, where the first parent

node that successfully receives a packet from the MN, it

forwards to the destination, and the other parents keep silent.

This way, the MN ensures that the data has been successfully

transmitted to the fixed infrastructure.

Assuming that initially MN is connected to AP1, it sends

its data to the parent list [AP1,AP2,AP3]. By moving towards

AP2, the AP with the highest link quality (AP2 in this

example), sends a beacon to SDN controller indicating its

ability for future service to the MN. SDN controller sends

a new policy to the MN and the neighbor list in order

to execute the handoff mechanism. Then MN immediately

switches from AP1 to AP2, while sending data to the same

list of neighbors. This mechanism repeats until MN requires

a new set of neighbor APs. There is a need for fine tuning

the beaconing period as it is responsible for updating the

AP list, and consequently, it affects the mobility management

framework. After receiving new commands through beacons

from the SDN controller, the neighbor list will be updated. In

this example, the new parent list comprises AP2, AP3, AP4

and AP5.

MobiFog analytical model. Probabilistic modelling pro-

vides a more structured view of the handoff algorithm and

facilitates performance analysis. By holding environmental

parameters, it provides the opportunity for further analysis

of the model before testing/validating the algorithm through

simulation and experimental models. Two main channel pa-

rameters are known as: (i) path-loss exponent (η) that measures

the power of radio frequency signals relative to distance, and

(ii) standard deviation (σ) that measures the standard deviation

in RSSI measurements due to log-normal shadowing. The

values of η and σ change with the frequency of operation and

the clutter and disturbance in the environment. We assume

a scenario similar to the network described in figure 3.

Considering the handoff between two APs (APa and APb)

could be any of the APs in the scenario.

In this work, we formulate the probability of starting a

seamless handoff mechanism. For the sake of simplicity, we

assume that RSSI is the link quality metric. The probabilities

of being below the lower threshold level and above the

higher threshold level are defined by using a Q-function. The

traveling path of the MN is divided into a number of slots.

These probabilities are expressed as follows.

P (Ra(i) < Tℓ)
def
= Q(

−Tℓ +Ra(i)

σ
)

P (Rb(i) > Th)
def
= Q(

Th −Rb(i)

σ
)

Where Q(.) is the complementary distribution function of the

standard Gaussian, i.e., Q(x) =
∫

∞

x
(1/

√
2π)e−t2/2dt, Ra(i)
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and Rb(i) indicates the RSSI values from APa and APb at

slot i, and σ (in dB) expresses the standard deviation.

The received signal strength is estimated by a log-normal

shadowing path-loss. According to this model, R(i) (in dBm)

(RSSI level at a given slot i) from the transmitter is given

by [34]:

R(i) = Pt − PL(d0)− 10ηlog10(i/d0)−Xσ (1)

Where i corresponds to distance, Pt is the transmission

power, PL(d0) is the measured path-loss at reference distance

d0, n is the path-loss exponent, and Xσ = N(0, σ) is a

Normal variable (in dB). The term Xσ models the path-loss

variation across all locations at distance i from the source

due to shadowing, a term that encompasses signal strength

variations due to the characteristics of the environment (i.e.,

occlusions, reflections, etc.).

The probability of starting a hard handoff at slot s ∈ [1, k)
is defined as follows (k indicates the total number of slots).

Pseamless(S(s)) =

[

s−w−2
∏

i=s−2w−2

(P (Ra(i) ≥ Tℓ)× P (Rb(i) < Th))

]

×

[

s−1
∏

i=s−w−1

(P (Ra(i) ≥ Tℓ)× P (Rb(i) ≥ Th))

]

(2)

The first part of the equation indicates that the MN is

connected to APa, sending data to both APa and APb, while

observing low link quality with APb. This observation is

performed for a time span of window size w. The second

part of the equation reflects the situation where the MN is

still connected to APa, and experiencing a high link quality

with the neighbor AP, while still sending data to both APs. By

experiencing such situation in two consecutive window sizes,

MN will start the seamless handoff mechanism at slot s.

Equation 3 formulates the probability of ending the seamless

handoff at slot e ∈ (s, k], considering the fact that the handoff

mechanism has started at slot s. Note that in this mechanism,

MN starts connecting to new AP before disconnecting from

the current AP.
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Fig. 5. The RSSI measured at the APs when the MN moves with a constant
speed of 1m/s and the APs are statically placed at specified locations, as in
Figure 3.

PSeamless(E(e) | S(s)) =



















P (Rb(e) ≥ Th) e = s

[

∏e−1

i=s P (Rb(i) ≤ Th)
]

×P (Rb(e) ≥ Th), e ≥ s

(3)

As the first part of the equation indicates, there is a higher

probability to experience a zero delay in the seamless handoff,

since the only necessary condition to end the handoff is that

the RSSI of APb is higher than Th. In the second part of the

equation, if APb does not have a good link after starting the

seamless mechanism, then the seamless handoff ends as soon

as there is a link with a RSSI above Th.

Handoff delay is the duration that takes from the starting

slot to the ending slot. The main achievement of a seamless

handoff mechanism is the zero delay, meaning that e = s.

Based on Equation 4, the handoff delay can reach to zero when

starting and ending slots are happening at the same moment.

The expected handoff delay is computed by getting the

weighted sum of all possible handoff periods. It is defined

as the product of the time spent in each possible handoff

mechanism started at slot s and ended at slot e by the

correspondent probabilities of starting a handoff at slot s,

P (S(s)), and ending it at slot e, P (E(e) | S(s)). For each

handoff starting at slot s, the handoff would end at one of

the slots from s + 1 to k. The sum of all these possible

situations defines the expected delay for a handoff started at a

specific slot s. The overall expected handoff delay is defined

as follows.

Delay(s, e) =

k−1
∑

s=1

k
∑

e=s+1

((e− s)× P (E(e) | S(s))× P (S(s)))

(4)
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Fig. 6. Probability of starting handoff as indicated by dots, gets to its
maximum after 2.2 seconds. Assuming that seamless handoff starts at that
specific time slot, the conditional probability of ending the handoff as shown
by the line, is high at exactly the same time instance.

According to this model, if we assume some realistic values

for the parameters, we can have a better understanding of the

performance of the handoff mechanism. The following settings

are used in the analytical evaluations across this section: θ =
4dB, η = 4, Pt = 0dBm, d0 = 1m, d = 6m, Pl(d0) = −55dB,

Tl = −90dBm and Th = −85dBm. So as the MN moves in

a horizontal path in Figure 3 the value for ARSSI in different

APs changes as depicted in Figure 5. Most often, there is

more than one reachable AP to be indexed in the parent list

by the SDN controller and facilitate the handoff mechanism.

If the parent that MN is going to attach to, does not exist in

the parent list, it will be required that the controller sends a

beacon to add it to MN’s parent list, otherwise a zero delay

is expected. But in some cases, as in 13th second, the RSSI

value of all of the APs drops below the Tℓ, then the MN needs

to call for a hard handoff which would imply a higher delay

roughly 100ms.

Considering a handoff from AP1 to AP3 which are located

at position 0 and 4 in the X axis respectively, one can

calculate the probability of starting the seamless handoff and

the conditional probability of ending the handoff as shown

in Figure 6. The probability of starting handoff gets to it

maximum around time 2.2 second, therefore, the conditional

probability of ending the handoff is at its maximum at the

same time slot. Overall, using the proposed framework and

taking advantage of the parameters that SDN provides for the

mobile node, makes it possible to reduce the handoff delay

to zero in seamless handoff mechanism compared to average

4ms in soft handoff in mRPL+ and 10ms in hard handoff.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper highlights the need for mobility support in

future Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications, outlining an in-

novative architecture - dubbed as MobiFog. MobiFog builds

on separated data and control planes, where the latter is

managed by a Software-Defined Network (SDN) controller.

We summarise our previous hand-off approaches (smartHOP,



mRPL and mRPL+) and elaborate on the MobiFog seamless

handoff mechanism. While our approach can be instantiated

in different IoT protocols (e.g. ZigBee, RPL, TSCH), in this

paper we use the RPL protocol. Overhearing in the APs

enables them to notify the SDN controller about the status

of their links to mobile nodes, enabling the SDN controller

to proactively update the RPL parent list in the mobile nodes.

We also provide a probabilistic analysis of the probability of

starting and ending a handoff, and as the results of the analysis

shows, there is a very high probability for the delay to be zero

so the expected delay would be dramatically lower compared

to the 4ms in soft handoff in mRPL+. A valuable future work

would be to study the challenges to devise an optimized parent

list.
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